Preliminary study on extremely small angle x-ray scatter imaging with synchrotron radiation.
Among the medical physics community, there is nowadays a great interest in the possible implementation of scatter imaging techniques, especially in the field of breast imaging. It is well known that malignant lesions and normal tissue differ in their scattering signatures, and thus scattered radiation can provide a powerful tool to distinguish between the two cases. Up to now, most of the proposed techniques rely on the detection of radiation scattered at angles of the order of a few degrees, which in most cases results in very high contrast values. On the other hand, at those relatively large angles the scattered flux is relatively low with respect to the primary, which often implies the necessity of increasing the dose delivered to the sample in order to achieve sufficient statistics. Furthermore, most of these techniques are based on pencil beam set-ups, which results in an increase of the overall duration of the examination. We propose here an alternative approach based on the detection of radiation scattered at extremely small angles, of the order of approximately 100-200 microrad. This results in a relatively high scattered flux (5-10% of the primary) and in the possibility of utilizing a fan beam geometry, which reduces the acquisition times with respect to pencil beam set-ups. Images of several samples have been acquired, demonstrating that the proposed technique results in an increased contrast with respect to absorption imaging. Possible in vivo implementations of the technique at no dose expense are finally discussed.